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dignity and shame are addressed in two very different articles, one by Nahum Rakover, and the other by Hanina
Ben-Menahem. The former discusses halakhic sources pertaining to the dignity inherent in human existence, and
the importance of nurturing it. The latter presents a fascinating survey of actual legal practices that contravened
this haklakhic norm. Attestations of these practices are adduced not only from halakhic and semi-halakhic
documents, but also from literary, historical, and ethnographic sources. Three articles tackle topical issues of
considerable contemporary interest. Bernard S. Jackson comments on legal issues relating to the concept of
conversion arising from the story of the biblical heroine Ruth, and compares that concept to the notion of
conversion invoked by a recent English court decision on eligibility for admission to denominational schools. An
article by Dov I. Frimer explores the much agonized-over question of halakhic remedies for the wife whose
husband refuses to grant her a get (bill of divorce), precluding her remarriage. Frimer’s focus is the feasibility of
inducing the husband to grant the get through monetary pressure, specifically, by awarding the chained wife
compensatory tort damages. Tort remedies are also discussed in the third topical article, by Ronnie Warburg, on
negligent misrepresentation by investment advisors. Two papers focus on theory of law. Shai Wozner explores the
decision rules–conduct rules dichotomy in the Jewish law context, clarifying how analysis of which category a
given law falls under enhances our understanding of the law’s intent. Daniel Sinclair explores the doctrine of
normative transparency in the writings of Maimonides, the Hatam Sofer, and R. Abraham Isaac Kook,
demonstrating that although transparency was universally endorsed as an ideal, some rabbinical authorities were
willing to forego transparency where maintenance of the halakhic system itself was imperiled. An article by
Alfredo M. Rabello reviews the primary and secondary literature on end-of-life issues, and contextualizes the
much-discussed talmudic passage bAvoda Zara 18a. And an article by Chaim Saiman offers a critical survey of the
main approaches to conceptualizing and teaching Jewish law in American universities; it also makes suggestions
for new, and perhaps more illuminating pedagogic direction. In the Hebrew section, an intriguing article by
Berachyahu Lifshitz presents a comparison of Persian and talmudic law on the status of promises and the role of
the divine in their enforcement. Yuval Sinai discusses the halakhic law of evidence, particularly the well-known
"two witnesses" requirement and departures from it. The volume closes with a historical article by Elimelech
Westreich on the official rabbinical court in nineteenth century Jerusalem. It focuses on the rabbinical figures who
served on the court, the communities for whom it adjudicated, and its role in the broader geopolitical and
sociocultural context.

The Jewish Law Annual - Berachyahu Lifshitz - 2013-07-04
Volume 19 of The Jewish Law Annual is a festschrift in honor of Professor Neil S. Hecht. It contains thirteen
articles, ten in English and three in Hebrew. Several articles are jurisprudential in nature, focusing on analysis of
halakhic institutions and concepts. Elisha Ancselovits discusses the concept of the prosbul, asking whether it is
correct to construe it as a legal fiction, as several scholars have asserted. He takes issue with this
characterization of the prosbul, and with other scholarly readings of Tannaitic law in general. The concepts of
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Encyclopedia of Jewish Medical Ethics - Fred Rosner - 2003
Ethical issues in modern medicine are of great concern and interest to all physicians and health-care providers
throughout the world, as well as to the public at large. Jewish scholars and ethicists have discussed medical ethics
throughout Jewish history.
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Biomedical Ethics and Jewish Law - Fred Rosner - 2001
"In addition, a number of the earlier chapters have been thoroughly revised in light of current developments. The
book is an addition to the library of anyone who is concerned about the interaction between modern medicine and
Jewish law in the twenty-first century."--BOOK JACKET.
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Kosher - Timothy D. Lytton - 2013-04-01
"In addition, a number of the earlier chapters have been thoroughly revised in light of current developments. The
book is an addition to the library of anyone who is concerned about the interaction between modern medicine and
Jewish law in the twenty-first century."--BOOK JACKET.

Biomedical Ethics and Jewish Law - Fred Rosner - 2001
In an era of anxiety about the safety and industrialization of the food supply, kosher food—with $12 billion in
sales—is big business. Timothy Lytton tells a story of successful private-sector regulation: how independent
certification agencies rescued U.S. kosher supervision from corruption and made it a model of nongovernmental
administration.

Ethical Issues in Neurology - James L. Bernat - 2008
Written by an eminent authority from the American Academy of Neurology's Committee on Ethics, Law, and
Humanities, this book is an excellent text for all clinicians interested in ethical decision-making. The book features
outstanding presentations on dying and palliative care, physician-assisted suicide and voluntary active euthanasia,
medical futility, and the relationship between ethics and the law. New chapters in this edition discuss how
clinicians resolve ethical dilemmas in practice and explore ethical issues in neuroscience research. Other
highlights include updated material on palliative sedation, advance directives, ICU withdrawal of life-sustaining
therapy, gene therapy, the very-low-birth-weight premature infant, the developmentally disabled patient, informed
consent, organizational ethics, brain death controversies, and fMRI and PET studies relating to persistent
vegetative state.

Usury and the Jews - Alexander Del Mar - 1879
Usury and the Jews - Alexander Del Mar - 1879
When Judaism Meets Science - Roger L. Price - 2019-04-22
This book seeks to confront the challenge that science presents to the traditional pillars of Judaism. It identifies
and analyzes a wide variety of issues, including some contemporary sacred cows. First, the book considers what is
fact and what is fiction in the primary stories contained in Judaism's foundational texts. Then, drawing on Jewish
ethical teachings, it seeks to determine how Judaism and science can inform each other with respect to a broad
range of contemporary issues, from abortion and allergies to vaccinations and violence with firearms. Finally, it
peeks into the future to address issues that Judaism and science are just now beginning to discuss, such as an
exotheology for aliens on distant planets, a Jewdroid who seeks acceptance in a shul, and even the fate of the
universe itself. When Judaism Meets Science addresses readers of all persuasions--regardless of denomination and
whether a believer or not--as the author builds a case, with specific recommendations, for the value of a realitybased Judaism, one grounded on both traditional ethics and empirical evidence that can resonate with the
educated adults of Israel.
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Genes, Judaism, and Western Ethics - William I. Rosenblum - 2003-06-11
This book describes the origin of Western ethics in the teachings of the Hebrew scriptures, voiced by Biblical
figures claiming to receive messages from God. As an alternative to literal belief in God's voice, the reader is
introduced to genes and their effect on thoughts and behavior. The idea of "Jewish genes" is introduced through
the description of a variety of genetic "signatures" distributed among contemporary Jews. The prophets are
explained as gene driven ethical geniuses whose concepts were heard by a people whose own genome made them
receptive to the message. The author's analysis of a wide range of religious, historical, philosophical and
psychiatric writings, suggests that the Biblical figures placed their own thoughts in God's mouth in order to more
effectively influence God fearing peoples. Thus genetic disposition to do good was propagated through future
generations.

Perspectives on Working Life - Matthew Etherington - 2021-02-24
This book serves to begin an important discussion about work, an activity that consumes most of our lives. Our
work means a lot to us, even to those who do not enjoy the toil. This text investigates work from diverse
worldviews, theories, and viewpoints, including cultural, religious, humanist, and Indigenous. It operates on the
premise that our work lives can be more deeply understood and appreciated when exposed to perspectives of
reality that are different from our own. Moving closer to understanding different ways of knowing and
experiencing work will yield new insights about the intersection of relationships and crisis at work.
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A Student's Guide to A2 Religious Studies for the OCR Specification - Michael Wilcockson - 2004-09-01
A Student's Guide to A2 Religious Studies for the OCR Specification - Michael Wilcockson - 2004-09-01
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The Readers Guide to Judaism and Jewish Studies - Sarah Imhoff - 2013
Jewish Studies Vol 3 - Kalman Dubov Jewish mysticism is quite popular by way of books, lectures, and classes to teach this esoteric subject. The student
suddenly confronts a world with a unique language and great masters who use obscure language so that the
concepts are confusing amidst the different schools of Kabalistic thought and traditions. Prior to 1700, all such
teaching was done from master to student, with intentional obscurities so that the student today faces many
challenges in comprehending this discipline. This review, quoting from original sources, is designed to provide a
basic and foundational structure from which the student can appreciate both the 'why' of Kabbalism and the 'how'
they got there. The premise is that God created our physical universe for a reason, and the revelations on Mount
Sinai are deliberate. Kabbalists understood the hidden from the apparent so that open texts were suddenly
imbued with meaning never apparent from the text itself. The book review basic Kabbalistic concepts as well as a
number of the giants in this arena. Different schools of thought emerged over time so that different modalities of
Kabbalah are present today. These reviews are based on Theoretical Kabbalah, so that intention (Kavanah) during
prayer and even during mundane acts throughout the day are imbued with Kabbalistic intention. The book does
not review Practical Kabbalah, where incantations, amulets, and similar acts are done to enhance positive energy.
In 1760, following the leadership and death of the Baal Shem Tov, the teaching of Kabbalah was opened to the lay
public, setting aside the hidden curtain existing previously. Why the sudden change after thousands of years when
this discipline was clandestine and not revealed openly? The answer lies with a mystic experience the Baal Shem
Tov had with the Messia who charged him with such open teaching before he would come. That charge is the
central pivot upon which these teachings turn. The book's sections are divided into separate reviews to enable the
student to review them more easily. The first section is on concepts; the second is on personalities and the
challenges they faced. The next major section is a review of two mystic concepts: God outside of nature and within
nature. These concepts are central to the mystic understanding of infinite and finite and how this is present in
Kabbalistic understanding. The following section is on God's 'Five Acquisitions' - Torah, Heaven and Earth,
Abraham, Israel, and the Temple. A follow on section is a review of the topic of reincarnation, a central tenet of
Kabbalistic Judaism. A few other sections are present such as two different medical oaths, a reflection on the Ark
of the Covenant, and a brief discursus on why Jews use CE and not AD when referencing the year. It is hoped that
the student will have an easier time when studying this subject.

The Readers Guide to Judaism and Jewish Studies - Sarah Imhoff - 2013
Great Jewish Thinkers - Naomi E. Pasachoff - 1992
Great Jewish Thinkers - Naomi E. Pasachoff - 1992
Jewish Philosophy as a Guide to Life - Hilary Putnam - 2008-02-19
Distinguished philosopher Hilary Putnam, who is also a practicing Jew, questions the thought of three major
Jewish philosophers of the 20th century—Franz Rosenzweig, Martin Buber, and Emmanuel Levinas—to help him
reconcile the philosophical and religious sides of his life. An additional presence in the book is Ludwig
Wittgenstein, who, although not a practicing Jew, thought about religion in ways that Putnam juxtaposes to the
views of Rosenzweig, Buber, and Levinas. Putnam explains the leading ideas of each of these great thinkers,
bringing out what, in his opinion, constitutes the decisive intellectual and spiritual contributions of each of them.
Although the religion discussed is Judaism, the depth and originality of these philosophers, as incisively
interpreted by Putnam, make their thought nothing less than a guide to life.
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Religious Methods and Resources in Bioethics - P.F. Camenisch - 2013-03-09
A volume on religious/theological methods in biomedical ethics inevitably of whether the methodological
dimension can be distin raises the question guished from the various other things that go on in ethical discourse.
It is difficult to answer this question definitively since many elements in moral conversation can be interpreted in
different ways. Barbara Hilkert Andolsen illustrates this issue in this volume when she defines one of her crucial
cate gories, gender justice, as being both procedural and substantive/normative. This difficulty of finally
separating the methodological from the normative arises in many areas of contemporary ethical writing, both
feminist and otherwise. Nevertheless, it seems that in many cases we can separate out the method ological issues
with considerable precision. Albert Jonsen and James Childress achieve just such a sharp focus in their essays.
This does not mean that a careful dissecting of their papers would not reveal normative elements lurking about
their methodological points. It is simply to say that the issues they analyze and the positions they take are, at least
prima facie, overwhelmingly method ological. They are much more about how we think about ethical matters than
they are about what we think about them.
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ethics. More material on new medical technologies is included, the coverage of issues on the doctor/patient

they are about what we think about them.
relationship is expanded, and material on ethics and public health is brought together into a new section.

The Basic Beliefs of Judaism - Lawrence J. Epstein - 2013-08-22
The Basic Beliefs of Judaism gives an updated overview of the belief system on which the Jewish faith is based.
Author Lawrence Epstein takes a contemporary point of view, looking at how the basic beliefs of Judaism fit into
the lives of modern Jews.

The Oxford Handbook of International Psychological Ethics - Mark M. Leach - 2012-08-23
The Oxford Handbook of International Psychological Ethics is the much-needed comprehensive source of
information on psychological ethics from an international perspective. This volume presents cutting-edge research
and findings related to recent, current, and future international developments and issues related to psychological
ethics.
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Reader's Guide to Judaism - Michael Terry - 2013-12-02
The Reader's Guide to Judaism is a survey of English-language translations of the most important primary texts in
the Jewish tradition. The field is assessed in some 470 essays discussing individuals (Martin Buber, Gluckel of
Hameln), literature (Genesis, Ladino Literature), thought and beliefs (Holiness, Bioethics), practice (Dietary Laws,
Passover), history (Venice, Baghdadi Jews of India), and arts and material culture (Synagogue Architecture,
Costume). The emphasis is on Judaism, rather than on Jewish studies more broadly.

The Jewish Ethicist - Asher Meir - 2005
The book discusses scores of actual questions on ethical dilemmas in business as well as everyday life. The author,
Rabbi Dr. Asher Meir, not only gives answers but also provides a lucid and inspiring presentation of underlying
ethical concepts, with special emphasis on the insights of Jewish tradition. The discussions sensitize the reader to
ethical concerns in all areas of life, and build a comprehensive foundation of concepts to help resolve these
concerns. In discussing topics such as marketing, human resources, and fair competition, attention is given to
many up-to-date issues; and there is an entire chapter dedicated to "ethics on the Internet."
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Ethical Dilemmas in Jewish Communal Service - Norman Linzer - 1996
Ethical Dilemmas in Jewish Communal Service - Norman Linzer - 1996
Principles of Health Care Ethics - Richard Edmund Ashcroft - 2007-06-29
Edited by four leading members of the new generation of medical and healthcare ethicists working in the UK,
respected worldwide for their work in medical ethics, Principles of Health Care Ethics, Second Edition is a
standard resource for students, professionals, and academics wishing to understand current and future issues in
healthcare ethics. With a distinguished international panel of contributors working at the leading edge of
academia, this volume presents a comprehensive guide to the field, with state of the art introductions to the wide
range of topics in modern healthcare ethics, from consent to human rights, from utilitarianism to feminism, from
the doctor-patient relationship to xenotransplantation. This volume is the Second Edition of the highly successful
work edited by Professor Raanan Gillon, Emeritus Professor of Medical Ethics at Imperial College London and
former editor of the Journal of Medical Ethics, the leading journal in this field. Developments from the First
Edition include: The focus on ‘Four Principles Method’ is relaxed to cover more different methods in health care
ethics. More material on new medical technologies is included, the coverage of issues on the doctor/patient
relationship is expanded, and material on ethics and public health is brought together into a new section.

Formulating Responses in an Egalitarian Age - Marc D. Stern - 2005-08-31
At first glance, Orthodox Judaism may not seem compatible with the prevailing world view of egalitarianism,
regardless of race, gender or religion. But modern Orthodox Jews share an appreciation for egalitarianism as a
positive moral value, and do not simply dismiss this contemporary ethos as incompatible with their faith. This
collection of essays from leading Orthodox scholars in the field, explores the affinities and disaffinities between
egalitarianism and Jewish tradition.
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The Embryo - Shraga Blazer - 2005
Sophisticated imaging devices and new biological technologies have greatly enhanced our ability to detect an ever
increasing number of fetal malformations during pregnancy. Elucidation of the human genetic code and exact
molecular definition of various diseases, together with enhanced capabilities for repairing genetic defects have
opened possibilities for diagnosis and treatment which, less than a decade ago, could only have been dreamed of.
However, many clinical topics related to the embryo and human genetics as well as the issues of cloning and the
use of human embryonic stem cells have outpaced our ability to keep up appropriate public discourse of ethical,
religious, and legal issues. This book is designed to bridge the gap between scientific innovation, treating
clinicians, and parents in whose unborn child a malformation was detected and who face a difficult and confusing
decision-making process. All chapters were written by leading authorities and reflect the state of the art as well as
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as philosophical and practical--by leading scholars from around the world. The first section of the volume
near future. Specialists in obstetrics, gynecology and reproductive medicine, pediatrics and neonatology,
genetics, molecular biology, philosophy, ethics and law will benefit from this book written by international experts
in their fields.

the authors' personal experiences, unique perspectives, and predictions for developments in their fields in the
describes the history of the Jewish tradition's moral thought, from the Bible to contemporary Jewish approaches.
The second part includes chapters on specific fields in ethics, including the ethics of medicine, business, sex,
speech, politics, war, and the environment.
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Sophisticated imaging devices and new biological technologies have greatly enhanced our ability to detect an ever
increasing number of fetal malformations during pregnancy. Elucidation of the human genetic code and exact
molecular definition of various diseases, together with enhanced capabilities for repairing genetic defects have
opened possibilities for diagnosis and treatment which, less than a decade ago, could only have been dreamed of.
However, many clinical topics related to the embryo and human genetics as well as the issues of cloning and the
use of human embryonic stem cells have outpaced our ability to keep up appropriate public discourse of ethical,
religious, and legal issues. This book is designed to bridge the gap between scientific innovation, treating
clinicians, and parents in whose unborn child a malformation was detected and who face a difficult and confusing
decision-making process. All chapters were written by leading authorities and reflect the state of the art as well as
the authors' personal experiences, unique perspectives, and predictions for developments in their fields in the
near future. Specialists in obstetrics, gynecology and reproductive medicine, pediatrics and neonatology,
genetics, molecular biology, philosophy, ethics and law will benefit from this book written by international experts
in their fields.

The Oxford Handbook of Jewish Ethics and Morality - Elliot N. Dorff - 2016-08-01
For thousands of years the Jewish tradition has been a source of moral guidance, for Jews and non-Jews alike. As
the essays in this volume show, the theologians and practitioners of Judaism have a long history of wrestling with
moral questions, responding to them in an open, argumentative mode that reveals the strengths and weaknesses
of all sides of a question. The Jewish tradition also offers guidance for moral conduct by individuals, communities,
and countries and shows how to motivate people to do the good and right thing. The Oxford Handbook of Jewish
Ethics and Morality is a collection of original essays addressing these topics--historical and contemporary, as well
as philosophical and practical--by leading scholars from around the world. The first section of the volume
describes the history of the Jewish tradition's moral thought, from the Bible to contemporary Jewish approaches.
The second part includes chapters on specific fields in ethics, including the ethics of medicine, business, sex,
speech, politics, war, and the environment.
 תורה וסופיה- Raphael Jospe - 1988
 תורה וסופיה- Raphael Jospe - 1988

Abuse in the Jewish Community - Michael J. Salamon - 2014-10-01
In this guide, psychologist Michael Salamon offers definitions of abuse and describes signs that should indicate to
parents, teachers, and school officials that abuse might be occurring. Basic information about available methods
of treatment is provided and the unique cultural conditions in the Orthodox Jewish community that make
prevention and treatment so difficult is discussed.

Prevention Vs. Treatment - Halley S. Faust - 2011-11-14
Is prevention better than cure, or treatment more important because people need rescue? In this volume the
prevention-treatment relationship is examined factually by economists and scholars of health policy and evidencebased medicine.
Prevention Vs. Treatment - Halley S. Faust - 2011-11-14
Is prevention better than cure, or treatment more important because people need rescue? In this volume the
prevention-treatment relationship is examined factually by economists and scholars of health policy and evidencebased medicine.

Abuse in the Jewish Community - Michael J. Salamon - 2014-10-01
In this guide, psychologist Michael Salamon offers definitions of abuse and describes signs that should indicate to
parents, teachers, and school officials that abuse might be occurring. Basic information about available methods
of treatment is provided and the unique cultural conditions in the Orthodox Jewish community that make
prevention and treatment so difficult is discussed.

Medicine after the Holocaust - S. Rubenfeld - 2010-01-04
Rubenfeld and the contributors to this collection posit that German physicians betrayed the Hippocratic Oath
when they chose knowledge over wisdom, the state over the individual, a führer over God, and personal gain over
professional ethics.

The Oxford Handbook of Judaism and Economics - Aaron Levine - 2010-12-07
Explores how Judaism as a religion and Jews as a people relate to the economic sphere of life in modern society as
well as in the past.
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professional ethics.

The Oxford Handbook of Judaism and Economics - Aaron Levine - 2010-12-07
Explores how Judaism as a religion and Jews as a people relate to the economic sphere of life in modern society as
well as in the past.
The Paradox of Anti-Semitism - Dan Cohn-Sherbok - 2006-05-10
Cohn Sherbok argues that although antisemitism is an evil, it has paradoxically kept Judaism alive and made its
culture prosper.

The Book of Jewish Practice - Louis Jacobs - 1987
Illustrations. explanations of why certain things are done in a particular way, contemporary applications and
information on how to do things is thus made available.
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The Oxford Handbook of Jewish Ethics and Morality - Elliot N. Dorff - 2016-08-01
For thousands of years the Jewish tradition has been a source of moral guidance, for Jews and non-Jews alike. As
the essays in this volume show, the theologians and practitioners of Judaism have a long history of wrestling with
moral questions, responding to them in an open, argumentative mode that reveals the strengths and weaknesses
of all sides of a question. The Jewish tradition also offers guidance for moral conduct by individuals, communities,
and countries and shows how to motivate people to do the good and right thing. The Oxford Handbook of Jewish
Ethics and Morality is a collection of original essays addressing these topics--historical and contemporary, as well
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Living Jewish - Berel Wein - 2002
Rabbi Berel Wein once again exhibits his admirable talent for clear, lucid explanation in this highly informative
work. Though each chapter is brief, the sweep of the book is broad - exploring life-cycle events from birth through
death, the Jewish view of family life and values, character refinement, Sabbath, holidays and specific religious
practices. An enriching reading experience, Living Jewish enables every reader to find deeper meaning in Jewish
traditions and reconnect with the ancient values that have found new expression in the modern era. Rabbi Wein is
well known as a historian, raconteur, lecturer and author of numerous works on Jewish history and Jewish
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Now revised in line with the new GCSE criteria and revised syllabuses for Religious Studies, an introduction to
meaning to your life.

thought. His enlightening and entertaining style will captivate your interest, and his inspiring insights will add
basic Jewish beliefs and traditions, the Jewish year, Judaism in the home, and how Judaism affects everyday life.
From the EXAMINING RELIGIONS series.

Living Jewish - Berel Wein - 2002
Rabbi Berel Wein once again exhibits his admirable talent for clear, lucid explanation in this highly informative
work. Though each chapter is brief, the sweep of the book is broad - exploring life-cycle events from birth through
death, the Jewish view of family life and values, character refinement, Sabbath, holidays and specific religious
practices. An enriching reading experience, Living Jewish enables every reader to find deeper meaning in Jewish
traditions and reconnect with the ancient values that have found new expression in the modern era. Rabbi Wein is
well known as a historian, raconteur, lecturer and author of numerous works on Jewish history and Jewish
thought. His enlightening and entertaining style will captivate your interest, and his inspiring insights will add
meaning to your life.

The Oxford Dictionary of the Jewish Religion - Adele Berlin - 2011
The Oxford Dictionary of the Jewish Religion has been the go-to resource for students, scholars, and researchers
in Judaic Studies since its 1997 publication. The Dictionary covers more than three millennia of Jewish religious
thought, custom, law, and practice, from traditional approaches to Reform, Conservative, Reconstructionist, and
post-denominational Judaism. The new edition includes recent and changing rituals in the Jewish community, such
as thegrowing trend of baby-naming ceremonies and the founding of gay/lesbian synagogues.
The Oxford Dictionary of the Jewish Religion - Adele Berlin - 2011
The Oxford Dictionary of the Jewish Religion has been the go-to resource for students, scholars, and researchers
in Judaic Studies since its 1997 publication. The Dictionary covers more than three millennia of Jewish religious
thought, custom, law, and practice, from traditional approaches to Reform, Conservative, Reconstructionist, and
post-denominational Judaism. The new edition includes recent and changing rituals in the Jewish community, such
as thegrowing trend of baby-naming ceremonies and the founding of gay/lesbian synagogues.

Neurosurgery and Medical Ethics - H. August van Alphen - 2012-12-06
This supplement of Acta Neurochirurgica contains the proceedings of the Ninth Convention of the Academia
Eurasiana Neurochirurgica held in Chateau St. Gerlach, Houthem, The Netherlands, 29 July - 1 August 1998.
During this convention a three-day symposium on Neurosurgery and Medical Ethics was held. In this time of
tremendous technical advancement in medicine in general and neurosurgery in particular, we are liable to lose
sight of the sick patient as a human being, and the odds are that he will be the object rather than the subject of
our action in the near future. It is a purpose and a task of the Academia Eurasiana Neurochirurgica to recognize
this thread and to pay attention to tradition, morality and ethics in neurological surgery. The theme of this
convention and the subject of the symposium met this purpose as no other. In the scientific sessions during the
first day, the moral backgrounds of medical ethics in the most important cultures and religions in east and west
were elucidated by invited experts in this field. A mutual respectful understanding of each other's conception of
and belief in ethical principles is a growing necessity in our multicultural societies in both continents. On the
second day, the ethical aspects of different fields of neurological surgery were discussed by members of the
Academia. In this context, also the internationally much-discussed and much-criticized regulations on euthanasia
in The Netherlands were explained.

Contemporary Biomedical Ethical Issues and Jewish Law - Fred Rosner - 2007
Contemporary Biomedical Ethical Issues and Jewish Law - Fred Rosner - 2007
The Ethics of War and Peace - Terry Nardin - 1998-02-15
A superb introduction to the ethical aspects of war and peace, this collection of tightly integrated essays explores
the reasons for waging war and for fighting with restraint as formulated in a diversity of ethical traditions,
religious and secular. Beginning with the classic debate between political realism and natural law, this book seeks
to expand the conversation by bringing in the voices of Judaism, Islam, Christian pacifism, and contemporary
feminism. In so doing, it addresses a set of questions: How do the adherents to each viewpoint understand the
ideas of war and peace? What attitudes toward war and peace are reflected in these understandings? What
grounds for war, if any, are recognized within each perspective? What constraints apply to the conduct of war?
Can these constraints be set aside in situations of extremity? Each contributor responds to this set of questions on
behalf of the ethical perspective he or she is presenting. The concluding chapters compare and contrast the
perspectives presented without seeking to adjudicate their differences. Because of its inclusive, objective,
comparative, and dialogic approach, the book serves as a valuable resource for scholars, journalists,
policymakers, and anyone else who wants to acquire a better understanding of the range of moral viewpoints that
shape current discussion of war and peace. In addition to the editor, the contributors are Joseph Boyle, Michael G.
Cartwright, Jean Bethke Elshtain, John Finnis, Sohail H. Hashmi, Theodore J. Koontz, David R. Mapel, Jeff
McMahan, Richard B. Miller, Aviezer Ravitzky, Bassam Tibi, Sarah Tobias, and Michael Walzer.
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A superb introduction to the ethical aspects of war and peace, this collection of tightly integrated essays explores
the reasons for waging war and for fighting with restraint as formulated in a diversity of ethical traditions,
religious and secular. Beginning with the classic debate between political realism and natural law, this book seeks
to expand the conversation by bringing in the voices of Judaism, Islam, Christian pacifism, and contemporary
feminism. In so doing, it addresses a set of questions: How do the adherents to each viewpoint understand the
ideas of war and peace? What attitudes toward war and peace are reflected in these understandings? What
grounds for war, if any, are recognized within each perspective? What constraints apply to the conduct of war?
Can these constraints be set aside in situations of extremity? Each contributor responds to this set of questions on
behalf of the ethical perspective he or she is presenting. The concluding chapters compare and contrast the
perspectives presented without seeking to adjudicate their differences. Because of its inclusive, objective,
comparative, and dialogic approach, the book serves as a valuable resource for scholars, journalists,
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A Guide to Reading in Social Ethics and Allied Subjects - Harvard University - 1910
A Guide to Reading in Social Ethics and Allied Subjects - Harvard University - 1910
Judaism - Arye Forta - 1995
Now revised in line with the new GCSE criteria and revised syllabuses for Religious Studies, an introduction to
basic Jewish beliefs and traditions, the Jewish year, Judaism in the home, and how Judaism affects everyday life.
From the EXAMINING RELIGIONS series.
Judaism - Arye Forta - 1995
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text is to acquaint students with both the field of ethics in general and varieties of Christian ethical systems in
particular. Learning Goals Upon completing this book, readers will be able to use a Christian method of making
moral decisions and view issues from a Christian perspective.

An Introduction to Christian Ethics (2-downloads) - Roger H Crooks - 2015-10-02
An Introduction to Christian Ethics uses a Christian approach while encouraging students to consider a variety of
current ethical issues and apply relevant biblical and theological concepts to these issues. The main goal of the
text is to acquaint students with both the field of ethics in general and varieties of Christian ethical systems in
particular. Learning Goals Upon completing this book, readers will be able to use a Christian method of making
moral decisions and view issues from a Christian perspective.

The Reader's Guide to Religion Volume 3 Judaism - Professor Sarah Imhoff The Reader's Guide to Religion Volume 3 Judaism - Professor Sarah Imhoff -

An Introduction to Christian Ethics (2-downloads) - Roger H Crooks - 2015-10-02
An Introduction to Christian Ethics uses a Christian approach while encouraging students to consider a variety of
current ethical issues and apply relevant biblical and theological concepts to these issues. The main goal of the
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